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ALLNORTH CONSULTANTS LIMITED
Originally founded in Prince George by the current Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Allnorth Consultants
Limited (Allnorth) is a multi-disciplinary engineering and technical services consulting firm with strong
expertise in the infrastructure, mining, pulp and paper, oil and gas, chemical, and power sectors.
It currently has 14 offices in BC, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Nova Scotia, Newfoundland, and one in the U.S.,
and employs some 400 staff. The company has been experiencing 10% annual growth and is looking to do
some future acquisitions to enable expansion into new lines of business. The current Chief Financial
Officer (CFO) will be retiring later this year and Allnorth is looking for a successor to help lead the
organization through the continued growth and expansion of the business. This new CFO will be based
in Kelowna.

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
Reporting to a highly entrepreneurial CEO who embraces growth, the CFO will have a can-do attitude,
and excel at financial modelling and developing strategies that will bring the CEO’s ideas to fruition in a
fiscally prudent manner. With direct reports that include a Controller based in Prince George, a
Manager of Financial Planning and Analysis located in Calgary, a Manager of Credit and Collections, and
a Manager of Purchasing and Equipment, the CFO is responsible for providing direction and
leadership to Allnorth’s financial/accounting/treasury/purchasing and equipment management
functions. They will build and manage the financial systems and capital reserves appropriate for
Allnorth to reliably achieve its strategic objectives while mitigating market and systemic risk. As a
leader within the company, the CFO must possess and demonstrate an innate predisposition to the
“Allnorth Culture” and a track record of success creating followership. The successful candidate will
need to be an excellent communicator who can elicit and map out information, relate to operations,
explain the numbers, and develop the business acumen of the senior leadership team. Experience
successfully dealing with boards and shareholders and raising capital is also required.
If you have a professional accounting designation or MBA coupled with a technical or business degree,
senior finance leadership experience in a high growth professional services environment, and
solid knowledge of the banking, investment and capital resource community, then we would like to
hear from you.
To apply for this role or for
cover letter to search@watsoninc.ca.
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